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Introduction to Angular 18 Essentials (TT4165) 
 

COURSE OVERVIEW 

Geared for experienced web developers, Introduction to Angular 18 Essentials is a three-day hands-
on program that explores the latest features and benefits Angular has to offer. It provides you with 
the practical “real-world” foundational and advanced Angu lar skills required to solve the usual 
challenges you might face when developing modern web applications with JavaScript. You’ll leave 
the course equipped with basic skills required to construct robust, scalable, and feature-rich web 
applications using the latest stable editions of Angular. 
 

Kicking off with an in-depth introduction to Angular CLI and TypeScript, the course propels you into 
the world of component-driven development, touching on vital topics like data-binding, and 
directives. As you advance through the curriculum, you'll explore SPA routing, and forms. 
 
By the end of this course, you’ll have built a comprehensive application that brings together all these 
elements: website structuring through components, dynamic interactivity via directives, and custom 
pipes for content refinement. You'll know how to employ reactive forms for active user engagement 

and SPA routing for fluid navigation. 
 
You’ll leave the course equipped to construct basic scalable, feature-rich web applications using 
Angular 18. 
 

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS COURSE? 

The content is appropriate for experienced web developers new to Angular. In order to be successful 

in the course, you should have solid, current hands-on experience developing basic web applications, 

and be well versed in HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript.  

 

PREREQUISITES 

In order to be successful in this class, incoming attendees are required to have current, hands-on 

experience in developing basic web applications, and be versed in HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript.  

 

Attendees should have experience with the topics in the following courses, or should have recently 

attended these as a pre-requisite: 

• TT4650 Web Essentials: HTML5 / CSS3 & JavaScript 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The course includes plenty of hands-on lab work designed to immerse you in the skills required to 

get you up and running with Angular right away. Guided by our engaging, highly -experienced 

instructor, you will: 

• Understand Angular Basics and Architecture: Grasp the fundamentals of Angular's 

architecture, including component creation and dependency injection, to build foundational 

web applications. 
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• Get Started with TypeScript and Angular CLI: Learn the essentials of TypeScript and use 

Angular CLI to set up and manage Angular projects efficiently.  

• Create Interactive Interfaces with Data Binding and Directives: Develop interactive user 

interfaces using basic data binding techniques and directives for dynamic content updates.  

• Implement Simple SPA Navigation: Configure basic Single Page Application (SPA) routing to 

enable smooth and intuitive navigation within Angular applications.  

• Build and Validate Basic Reactive Forms: Learn to create and manage basic reactive forms 

in Angular, ensuring user input is handled effectively and validation is in place.  

 

COURSE OUTLINE 

Please note that this list of topics is based on our standard course offering, evolved from typical 

industry uses and trends. We’ll work with you to tune this course and level of coverage to target the 
skills you need most. Topics, agenda and labs are subject to change, and may adjust during live 

delivery based on audience skill level, interests and participation.  

 

Getting Started with Angular  

• Overview of Angular Architecture 

o Angular Versioning 

o Data Binding 

o Component Architecture 

o Show concepts: how to render the content in the browser 

o Components and Dependency Injection 

o Services and Events 

o Common Component Lifecycles and Hooks 

• TypeScript 

o Angular, ES6 and TypeScript 

o Typing and Classes 

o Abstract Classes and Interfaces 

o Interface patterns 

o Annotations 

o Generics 

o Optional Chaining 

o Nullish coalescing 

o Decorators 

o Functional vs Procedural JavaScript 

o Functional Approach 

o Lab: Angular and TypeScript – Enhanced lab 

• Bootstrapping with Angular CLI 

o Angular CLI Overview 

o New Projects with CLI 

o Testing and Generating with CLI 
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• Angular Basics 

o Configuration Files 

o Working with angular.json 

o Top-Level Directories 

o Contents of app folder 

o Angular DevTools 

o ng build 

o Lab: Creating Projects with Angular CLI 

Working with Angular 

• Components and Events 

o Data Binding and Components 

o Event Binding 

o Custom Events 

o Parent/Child Events 

o EventEmitter/emit() 

o New Input/Output function 

o Lab: Nested Components – 

• Standalone Components 

o Project Setup and Configuration 

o Folder Structure 

o Components 

o Services 

o Routing 

o Versus non-standalone components 

o Versus modules 

• Third Party Libraries 

o Angular and the Need for Libraries 

o Options for adding Libraries 

o Working with npm install 

o Lab: Third-Party Libraries 

• Dynamic Views - Directives 

o View Encapsulation 

o Structural/Attribute Directives 

o Conditional Styling 

o @if/@else 

o @for 

o @defer 

o Lab: Working with Directives 

• Pipes 

o Overview of Pipes 

o Built-in Pipes 

o Formatting and Conversions 

o Parameterizing Pipes 
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o Pure vs. Impure Pipes 

o Customizing Pipes 

o Lab: Built-in and Custom Pipes 

• Signals and State 

o What are Signals? 

o How to read the value of a signal? 

o How to modify the value of a signal? 

o The update signal API 

o Read-only signals 

o The computed() Signal API 

o How do we subscribe to a signal? 

o Using effects 

Angular Forms 

• Forms and the Forms API – focus on Reactive Forms 

o Template Forms – Overview 

o User Input/Interactions 

o Model-Driven Reactive Forms 

o FormBuilder API 

o Reactive Form Validation 

o Form’s new control state change events 

o Lab: Reactive Forms 

Single Page Applications and Routes 

• SPA - Routing 

o Overview of the SPA Concept 

o Routing for Page Display 

o Working with ActivatedRoute 

o Location Strategies 

o Nested Routes 

o Route redirects as functions 

o Lab: Routing 

Bonus Content / Time Permitting 

• Services (Dependency Injection) 

o Angular’s DI Framework 

o Components and Injectables 

o Tree-shakeable providers 

o Services Architecture 

o Service Interfaces and DI 

o Constructor Injection 

o Inject function 

o Scenarios for use 

o Lab: Services 
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• Modules 

o Overview of Modules 

o Feature Modules 

o Feature Module Routing 

o Shared Modules 

o Lab: Modules 

 

 

WHY TRAIN WITH SUNSET LEARNING INSTITUTE?  

Sunset Learning Institute (SLI) has been an innovative leader in developing and delivering authorized 

technical training since 1996. Our goal is to help our customers optimize their technology Investments 

by providing convenient, high quality technical training that our customers can rely on. We empower 

students to master their desired technologies for their unique environments.  

 

What sets SLI apart is not only our immense selection of trainings options, but our convenient and 

consistent delivery system. No matter how complex your environment is or where you are located, SLI 

is sure to have a training solution that you can count on! 

 

Premiere World Class Instruction Team 

• All SLI instructors have a four-year technical degree, instructor level certifications and field 

consulting work experience 

• Sunset Learning has won numerous Instructor Excellence and Instructor Quality Distinction 

awards since 2012 

 

Enhanced Learning Experience 

• The goal of our instructors during class is ensure students understand the material, guide 

them through our labs and encourage questions and interactive discussions.  

 

Convenient and Reliable Training Experience 

• You have the option to attend classes live with the instructor, at any of our established 

training facilities, or from the convenience of your home or office  

• All Sunset Learning Institute classes are guaranteed to run – you can count on us to deliver 

the training you need when you need it! 

 

Outstanding Customer Service 

• You will work with a dedicated account manager to suggest the optimal learning path for you 

and/or your team  

• An enthusiastic student services team is available to answer any questions and ensure a 

quality training experience 

 

 

Interested in Private Group Training? 

Contact Us 

https://www.sunsetlearning.com/contact-us/

